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Imagine This
Can you imagine the sound that each picture below is making? Is it f ( forte, loud) or p 
( piano, soft)? Add an f or p to each thought balloon below to indicate the sound (loud 
or soft) of each picture.

Roar!

Honk!
    Honk!

Tweet

purrrr . . .
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24.

Riddles ‘n More

Fill in the answer to each question on the grid below to 

solve the tuba riddle.

1. � ________________ note.

2. � eighth _________. 

3. “Omm-pah” goes the ___________.

4. A ___ CDEFG, the musical alphabet.

5. ��   __________ rest.

6. Abbreviation for ritardando  ________.

7. � _____________ note.

8. f (loud) or  _____________.

9.         curved line or ____________.

10. � __________ note.

11. p (soft) or  ________________.

12.      ______________ mark.

13. �  quarter  _____________.

14. �� ________________ half note.

15. mp ______________ piano.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

A.  What is a rabbit’s 

     favorite musical style?

B.  What is the most musical 

     part of the turkey?

C.  What do you call a

     musical automobile?

A.  Hip-Hop            B.  The drumstick            C.  Cartoon

30/2074H-30 30.

Sign Posts
Study the note chart, then name each note on the sign posts below.

NASHVILLE

NORTH POLE

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

C D E F G A B C

Note Chart
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41.

Summer CampStudy the note chart below, then fi ll in the mystery words to complete this summer 

camp letter.

Dear Mom and                                   ,
I’ve only been at camp for three days, but I’ve already fi lled up my laundry                                                                                             

                                 .  That’s because the rain plus all the hiking                                   up 

to lots of mud.  Can you send me clean clothes and an umbrella? Thanks. 

My                                  is mostly comfortable, except for the corn fl akes that my 

cabin mates put in it. We are studying bugs, because there are lots of them.  

I drew a picture of a                                  yesterday.  They                                          us 

pretty well.  If you don’t like the meal, you can just eat cookies. We had an  

                                    toss the other day. (How do you get eggs out of your hair?) 

We made a                                            and shell necklace.  Did you know beads 

work well with sling shots? Gotta go. We’re doing                                             painting 

today.  I think the paint eventually comes off.  Bye for now!  Miss you!
P.S.  I promise to                             good. 

C D E F G A B C D E F G

Note Chart

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– –––– ––––

–––– –––– –––– ––––

–––– ––––

In The Amazing Music Activities Book, you’ll fi nd many pencil-
to-paper activities that give you the opportunity to share music 

concepts in a fresh and new way, maybe even with a giggle or two. 
You’ll fi nd everything from real ear-training exercises to famous 

composer biographies and worksheets, to brief orchestral and 
chamber music reductions of recognizable themes that will allow 

music to come alive for your students.

From Tee-Shirt Tunes to Two-Step Dictations to numerous play-
ing examples of various music genres, this book will delight your 

students and bring to you many “teachable moments.”

30/2074H-1717.

Building Dynamics
Dynamic markings indicate the “louds” and “softs” in music. From softest to loudest, 
they are:

Trace each dynamic marking below:

Build the picture below by connecting the dynamic markings from the softest to the 
loudest.

pp
pianissimo,
very soft

p
piano,
soft

mp
mezzo piano, 
medium soft

mf
mezzo forte, 

medium loud

f
forte,
loud

ff
fortissimo,
very loud

pp

f

p

mp

mf

ff
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Can you imagine the sound that each picture below is making? Is it f ( forte, loud) or p 
( piano, soft)? Add an f or p to each thought balloon below to indicate the sound (loud 
or soft) of each picture.
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24.

Riddles ‘n More

Fill in the answer to each question on the grid below to 

solve the tuba riddle.

1. � ________________ note.

2. � eighth _________. 

3. “Omm-pah” goes the ___________.

4. A ___ CDEFG, the musical alphabet.

5. ��   __________ rest.

6. Abbreviation for ritardando  ________.

7. � _____________ note.

8. f (loud) or  _____________.

9.         curved line or ____________.

10. � __________ note.

11. p (soft) or  ________________.

12.      ______________ mark.

13. �  quarter  _____________.

14. �� ________________ half note.

15. mp ______________ piano.
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A.  What is a rabbit’s 

     favorite musical style?

B.  What is the most musical 

     part of the turkey?

C.  What do you call a

     musical automobile?

A.  Hip-Hop            B.  The drumstick            C.  Cartoon

In The Amazing Music Activities Book, you’ll find many pencil-
to-paper activities that give you the opportunity to share music 

concepts in a fresh and new way, maybe even with a giggle or two. 
You’ll find everything from real ear training exercises to famous 

composer biographies and worksheets, to brief orchestral and 
chamber music reductions of recognizable themes that will allow 

music to come alive for your students.
From Tee-Shirt Tunes to Two-Step Dictations to numerous play-

ing examples of various music genres, this book will delight your 
students and bring to you many “teachable moments.”
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Summer CampStudy the note chart below, then fi ll in the mystery words to complete this summer 

camp letter.

Dear Mom and                                   ,
I’ve only been at camp for three days, but I’ve already fi lled up my laundry                                                                                             

                                 .  That’s because the rain plus all the hiking                                   up 

to lots of mud.  Can you send me clean clothes and an umbrella? Thanks. 

My                                  is mostly comfortable, except for the corn fl akes that my 

cabin mates put in it. We are studying bugs, because there are lots of them.  

I drew a picture of a                                  yesterday.  They                                          us 

pretty well.  If you don’t like the meal, you can just eat cookies. We had an  

                                    toss the other day. (How do you get eggs out of your hair?) 

We made a                                            and shell necklace.  Did you know beads 

work well with sling shots? Gotta go. We’re doing                                             painting 

today.  I think the paint eventually comes off.  Bye for now!  Miss you!
P.S.  I promise to                             good. 
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Sign Posts
Study the note chart, then name each note on the sign posts below.
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Building Dynamics
Dynamic markings indicate the “louds” and “softs” in music. From softest to loudest, 
they are:

Trace each dynamic marking below:

Build the picture below by connecting the dynamic markings from the softest to the 
loudest.

pp
pianissimo,
very soft

p
piano,
soft

mp
mezzo piano, 
medium soft

mf
mezzo forte, 

medium loud

f
forte,
loud

ff
fortissimo,
very loud

pp

f

p

mp

mf

ff
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